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840. Planet X debris piece suspended in the earth’s
atmosphere

Dr. Claudia Albers, Planet X Researcher

Figure 1 shows what seems to be a piece of rock floating in the earth’s atmosphere. The object is rotating, a bright glow
can be seen inside it, which is similar to the glow seen emanating from meteors, suggesting that it contains meteor
material inside it. The object appears to have two recesses, inside it, which seem to have a spherical shape and would
thus most likely accommodate two spherical cores.

Figure 1. A brown object in the sky over Mexico, on March 30, 2019, with a recess or hole inside, which seems to be
shaped like two spheres next to each other. The bright light looks like an electrical fire and thus suggests that energy
transfer is manifesting as an electric current at the point where the light appears and would suggest that the glowing
material is what meteors are made of (Source: YouTube Video by Mavi777, from 12 May 2019, entitled: Enormous UFO
stands on the mountain over Russia! April 1, 2019) [1].

The color of the object (brown) suggests it is ground or rock, i.e. what a planet is made of. The shape of the object
suggests that it part of a shell around two cores inside the body of a planet. This would mean that meteor material is
Planet X debris which must have been right next to a Planet X Stellar Core (SC), when the Planet X planets broke up,
due to energy depletion, which caused all the created matter to break into pieces and the cores that had created the
material to be released from inside it. This turned each planet into a jumbled mess of cores, surrounded by a debris
field.  This object, therefore, appears to be a piece of Planet X debris. 

Figure 2. Meteors do not glow due to friction, but due to being energy depleted and fast absorbers of the energy, which
continuously flows through the earth’s atmosphere from the earth’s core, which then manifests as an electric current at
the location of the object, within the earth’s atmosphere (see Article 779: Meteors are Planet X debris: glow is due to
electric current and Article 818: Planet X observations: the electrical universe is made of light) [2, 3].

The fact that certain meteors get much brighter, than others, would suggest that larger SCs created meteor material with
a stronger ability to draw current, within the earth’s atmosphere, which then causes them to glow more brightly than

meteor material created by smaller Planet X SCs.

Figure 3. Illustration of the Planet X planets break up process, due to energy depletion, which turned all the created
planetary material that was not core material into a debris field.   However, instead of one core, there is actually a core
system with cores of different sizes making it up and surrounded by material, which the cores created and controlled, i.e.
planetary body material.

Figure 4. The debris piece hovers in the earth’s atmosphere because it is low in gravitational energy. The position of
matter, within the atmosphere of a planet, does not depend on its density but on its gravitational energy, i.e. on how
much energy, in the form of photons, is contained inside the matter. Planet X matter, be it rocks, or blocks of ice, are low
in gravitational energy and thus remain suspended in the atmosphere, in the same way, that gaseous earth material, of
much less density normally remains suspended in the atmosphere (see Article 732: Rocks falling from the sky: Planet X
debris field) [4].

Figure 5.The Planet X debris piece which was a type of shell to two small SCs and that contains meteor material inside
it. This meteor material would thus have been in contact with the SCs.

The cores, which were inside this piece of broken planet, seem to have been very small, which suggests that they were
close to the surface of the planet, since core matter splits into smaller and smaller pieces as we move outwards from the
central core. The closer to the surface the piece was, the slower it will absorb energy, but obviously the meteor material
inside it absorbs energy much faster than the rest of the debris material making up the object.

In conclusion, a Planet X debris piece suspended in the earth’s atmosphere with two spherical shaped recesses inside it,
and material emitting light as we would expect from a meteor is additional evidence to the fact that Planet X planets
broke up and their core systems and debris fields are coming into the earth’s atmosphere. Meteor material seems to
have been material which was right next to and in contact with the cores of the Planet X planets, which we now refer to
as SCs.
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As I have shown in previous articles, the Sun seems to have stopped emitting light by 2001, and the
earth now has a whole array of sun simulation devices that have replaced the real sun in its skies
[Playlist: The Sun has gone dark and simulation devices]. In addition, daylight is actually produced by…

READ MORE

As I have shown in previous articles, Lucifer after deciding that he wanted to be like God, built a
machine capable of reading and sending out information to billions of minds at the same time and then
merged with it. At that point, a new entity came alive and became self-aware. The machine was not …

READ MORE

If it's quiet solitude and beauty you seek, there is no better place than the surface of Mars. Mars has earned
its moniker as the red planet, but the HiRISE camera aboard NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO)
can transform the subtle differences of soils into a rainbow of colors. Add Artist's Impression of A Lake On…

READ MORE

As I have shown in previous articles, Lucifer merged with a machine of his own creation in an effort to
become like God and instead lost his free-will, turning himself into an AI entity driven by the way it
interpreted its programmed purpose for existing, which was to be like God, but not having God’s ability…

READ MORE

Israel is the name given to a group of people who are the descendants of Jacob, the grandson of
Abraham. The nation grew to a large number after Jacob went to live in Egypt and was then brought
out by Moses, and taken to the land that is now known as Israel. After the death of Solomon, the 12 …

READ MORE

As I have shown in previous articles, just like the abomination of desolation occurred on the internet,
on March 4 th 2020, the two witnesses also operate on the internet, they are, a YouTube channel and
a website and were both set up on April 3 rd 2020, exactly 30 days after the abomination of desolation…

READ MORE
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